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Quote for meditating upon:
A series of signs on the side of the Barton Highway next to the
Murrumbateman Winery driving towards Canberra:

Seven days without wine makes one weak

Editorial – from the Cave - Wayne Stuart
Chasps, Don't Forget that Daylight Saving starts tonight. Wind your clocks forward one hour!
In a number of ways September was a difficult month. A number of members (Bob Nash, Ron McMullen and Dave
Staines) have been quite unwell, and even I have had a couple of run-ins with the medical profession that I do not
intend to repeat any time soon. As well as that some of us have family members who are not well and this is not a
good time for those members and their loved ones. Make sure when you see a colleague at the Shed you remember
to ask RUOK? in case they need to get something off their chest or just need to know you are interested.
And then there was the Great Shed Flooding Event (more about this on page 3).
We had to cancel or postpone 3 significant events because of the flooding disruption and we are starting to notice
that attendance numbers are down. You can be sure that the place is back up and running and better than ever.
But there were also good things during the month: Roger came back!! In spite of the flooding, First Wednesday
Morning Tea survived; the very successful removal of the grandstands at Victoria Park project (see page 4); and lots
of personal and Shed projects progressed in the workshops. Not only that, but Bruce Skillin has driven some
5,000km on his mower without leaving the grounds, just trying to keep the grass under control!

WS Editor
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Message from the President - Bob Nash
Members of the SHED.
How quickly the time flies when you are having fun from the inside of a hospital room.
I wish to thank all those who sent good wishes to me during the ordeal of surgery, but I have come through on the
good side and it is now quite a relief to have no nerve pain as I had, and the body isn't jumping around with the pain
as I was getting.
Still a long way to go but this time I do have to look after myself and get the strength back into the legs then the
upper body.
Good to see the common room back to normal and the little things are still getting done making the Shed still the
best place to meet in town.
Looking forward to seeing more of you over the next few weeks.

Regards...........BOB.

Message from the Workshop Manager - Roger Holgate
I cannot recall any real major activity in the workshop over the past month, just mostly small personal tasks with a
few minor income producing jobs.
Dave Lynne has been active in the metal shop and has made up a couple of grinder stone securing plates for the
extra bench grinder which gets it closer to full use and Allan Carey is busy at the moment making up a sled for the
workshop table saw which will make the saw more versatile.
The components missing from the recently replaced metal rolling and bending tool have now been replaced.
------------------------------16 shed members turned up to help with the dismantling of the grandstands at Victoria Park and I am sure that
Wayne will have a full coverage on this project elsewhere in the Messenger.
-----------------------------Maintenance of equipment is something which I would like to approach this month. It is always usual within a
group, not just the Men’s Shed. Everyone uses things but nobody much thinks to look and see if that piece of
equipment may need attention.
As a result of the water ingress in the common room we found it necessary to use the Ryobi vacuum cleaner, I was
alarmed to find a taped up and leaking dust bag inside and an absolutely choked filter as a result. There has always
been a replacement bag on hand -- so why? -- No one checks.
The Vac. has now been fitted with a new bag and
filters and there are spare bags on hand.
The same goes for the dust bags on sanders, please clean them out before you put the tool away. I have to praise
those who have used and taken great care of the new machinery in the metal shop.
---------------------------Mysteriously ??? tools and items go missing from time to time. The most recent that I am aware of is a midsized
shifting spanner (approx. 12”) gone missing from the metal shop during my absence. It was located near the milling
machine and had been left there for use with that machine, seems strange that no one knows about it.
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Several other things have disappeared over time, a couple that come to mind are:1. Small automatic centre punch.
2. An ‘as new’ oilstone still in its cardboard container.
Garden preparation time is here again if we can ever get onto the sodden ground. If you would like a patch of Shed
garden to use this season please talk to Bruce, there will be sections available and he will allocate you a section.
We had a very productive garden in our early days with much excess produce put on display for members for a
nominal contribution, this covered some of our costs and rewarded our efforts. Some photos of these early days are
on display in the shed.

Roger Holgate (aka R1) - Vice President and Workshop Manager

What has happened since the last Messenger?
Things that happened during September:
Major Flooding event in the Shed
During the incessant rain we have been having in recent
times and in particular, some quite heavy falls in the
early week in September, we became concerned about
water ingress - especially its potential to impact the
recently installed carpets in the Common Room. These
fears were realised and we had some flooding of the
carpets and the timber walls
A small group of members have, variously helped pull up
the carpets , dry the underlay, run and monitor
heating and blowing on the affected areas to dry out the
walls and the floor, investigate the cause and make
repairs, contact Council to have them made aware and to carpets up, heating in place - room a mess
organise a more permanent fix and then to monitor the
outcomes of the 3 fixes so far (one by Shed members and
two by the Council) .
Many thanks to all of those members who have been in
anyway involved in responding to this little emergency.
We have had some quite heavy rain since this fix  and
no further water ingress has occurred.

So the carpets are back in place and the
Common Room is open for business!!

Second and successful fix by Council

The 2nd Saturday BBQ for September as well as the planned Visit by the Yass Friendship Group and the Last
Saturday Info Exchange events were all cancelled or postponed due to the flooding and disruption in the Common
Room.
Now that the Common Room is restored, these events will be held as usual in the coming months.
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First Wednesday Morning Tea - 7 September
Tank surprised us and exceeded his previous best
efforts by providing some lemon flavoured custard tarty
things this time - that is a technical evaluation and
scientific description of the subject of the photo you
see here 
Let me just say that if you don't come to the Shed's
First Wednesday Morning Tea (the next one is on
Wednesday 5 October), you are missing out on a big
treat and have no-one to blame but yourself!
First Wednesday Morning Teas are a great time for
socialising as the Shed is "quiet" - ie no workshop noise
to interrupt a good chat. Come long and give it a go.
None of the goodies Tank supplies have calories or are
fattening!

Removal of Victoria Park Grandstands
In the latter part of August, Council advertised that
they wanted the Victoria Park old steel and hardwood
timber grandstands removed.
Grant Johnston investigated and determined that while
Council was not prepared to pay for the removal, all
the materials would be "donated" to the organisation
that won the contest and volunteered to do the work.
Grant prepared a proposal for Council after
determining that a willing workforce was available to
help with the project.
The Shed won the "contract" and after one
postponement due to weather a group of some 16 The Team (YVC Photo)
blokes showed up at Victoria Park at 0830 on Tuesday
13 September and did the business.
The entire dismantling and removal back to the Shed
was completed in 2.5 hours.
Grant then provided a BBQ for all hands and the
reports are that it was pretty darn good.
Well, done all, and special thanks to Grant for
organising and supervising the whole project. We now
have a collection of some reasonable condition and Dismantling underway (YVC Photo)
very well seasoned hardwood.
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What we don't know is how many important bottoms
have graced these timbers over the last 50 or so years
and how we might pay tribute to them.
Here is a copy of an article the Council sent to the Trib
for publication:
" Victoria Park grandstands dismantled for community
projects
They have stood on the sidelines for over 50 years, with
sporting memories engrained in their wood and as the
grandstands at Victoria Park are dismantled their
lifecycle doesn’t just end there, with the materials
being used for future projects within the community.
The Yass Valley Men’s Shed were the successful
applicants of the recent Expression of Interest put out
by Yass Valley Council to remove the wooden
grandstand seating at Victoria Park. With well over 50
years in the elements the grandstands had reached the
end of their lifecycle and no longer complied with
Job (nearly) done! (Grant Johnston Photo)
safety standards.
“Portable, metal grandstands have been purchased for
both Victoria Park and Joe O’Connor Park to replace the
old wooden grandstands,” said Mel Cooke, Engineering
Support Officer for Yass Valley Council. “The portable
grandstands will be more functional for the variety of
sports and users of the facilities.”
A spirited army of members from the Yass Valley Men’s
Shed were on hand to pull down the seating, with the
group retrieving approximately 160 lineal meters of
timber, as well as salvaging some of the metal seating
framework. "

The asset

John Backhouse's Very Fine Men's Shed Adventure in Tassie

A short report on a visit to Kingston Men’s Shed Tasmania.
I had the opportunity on a recent visit to Tasmania of visiting with the Kingston men’s shed. When I looked them up
on the web they seemed a similar shed to ours, judging by the description posted by someone who wrote about
them. He reminded me of Wayne our intrepid communications specialist.
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I arrived to join in morning tea and chat with a
couple of the guys who were working in their metal
shop ( a small shed with an undercover section at
the front).
They were undertaking a project to construct a
large skeletal frame of a dragon that would later be
covered in some way by residents of an oldies
home.
They had a biggish shed with tea room at one end
with compactus shelving along part of one side for
supplies etc.
Most people there were working on their
own projects or assisting each other.
The day manager had to go off to the
hardware store with a young guy similar to
the Valmar fellas we have visit with us.
Outside was a large area of raised garden
beds (in the background of first photo)
which seemed to be operated in
conjunction with a local gardening group.
They had plenty of provision for dust filtering,
but I did note their approach to containing dust
from cut off saws.
John Backhouse

R2's Ravishing Recipe of the Month
Fettuccine Marinara (Seafood and Spaghetti)
I made this at the shed a few weeks ago. It is really simple and has lots of variations. With summer approaching this
is not a bad dish on a barbecue with salad. You can also put the left over dish in a blender with other vegetables and
create a very nice seafood chowder.
Ingredients:
125 g per person of seafood mixture (Woollies, as this mixture is Australian)
1x jar of spaghetti sauce either marinara/tuna/or tomato
1x packet of fettuccine or spaghetti/pasta to personal preference
2x chicken stock cubes
1 tablespoon of fish sauce
1x teaspoon of sugar
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1 tablespoon of oyster sauce
Herbs: Dill, parsley, coriander, cumin
1x tablespoon of butter or cream
1X tablespoon of vegetable oil
Optional Additions: red capsicum, garlic, spring onions, any green vegetable.
Method:
1. Bring pan with water, salt and 2 chicken stock cubes to the boil. At the same time add seafood, herbs, butter,
fish sauce, oyster sauce, sugar and oil into a non-stick frying pan and apply medium heat.
2. When water boils add fettuccine or pasta. Cook for at least two minutes less than instructions on the packet.
Drain pasta.
3. The seafood mix has a number prawns when these commenced to turn pink add the pasta, mix and increase
the heat on the frypan. Add 2/3 tablespoons of the pasta sauce, mix. Add cream and other vegetables if so
required. About 2/3 minutes meal is ready for serving.
4. Serve with fresh parsley and coriander.
Enjoy…..R2

Calendar of upcoming events at the Shed (or elsewhere)
Wednesday 5 October - First Wednesday Morning Tea – sponsored by Tanks Bakery and hosted by Dave Staines
10am to 11.30.
Saturday 8 October - 2nd Saturday BBQ - make sure you mark your diaries for the remainder of the year! NB: Noon
to 1pm or longer if the mood is right. R2 will be in full flight again! R2 is currently wrestling with some
"themes" for this one, and because we had to cancel the last one due to the flooding of the Common Room, this one
should be doubly good!
Saturday 29 October - Last Saturday Shed Info Exchange - 2pm. This is a fixture in our calendar now and is intended
to give the membership an opportunity to tell Committee members about issues, concerns, suggestions and good
ideas. It will be brief (20 minutes or so) - if no-one has anything to say, nothing will be said. It is important, though,
that communications is a two way street and members can have their say. NB: this is the "baby" of our President,
Bob Nash. If he is not well enough to be back by the end of the month, we will defer this meeting until the end of
November.
October sees the start of the "business houses" golf competition. Teams play nine holes any time at their
convenience on a Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. To be able to field a team of four every week we need at least six
players. For information see or contact Joe Morrissey (0412 258 399 or joe.morrisey49@gmail.com.
Some time soon - we will be hosting the Hon Katrina Hodgkinson who we have invited back to commission all of the
new machines in the Metal Shop that were purchased with the 2015 $10,000 NSW Govt Grant. Katrina's office has
contacted us and will be in touch with a firm date and time soon. The $10,000 Grant was acquitted recently.
Sometime after Daylight Saving starts, we will organise a community seminar on mobile phone and computer
security issues. YassIT co-proprietor Marcia will give the talk in the YVCC. I'll provide more detail when we get a firm
date organised.
Watch this space for announcements about Movie afternoons/evenings - possibly preceded by a BBQ?
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General info and other stuff
Old Linton Makeover DVDs
A lot of the members who wished to borrow the DVDs to view them at home have now done so. Those DVDs are
now back and available. If anyone would like to borrow and view those DVDs, let me know and I'll lend you the
DVDs to enjoy at home.

Membership News
Our membership numbers are slowly creeping back toward the 100 mark with another 3 additions in September
taking our current membership to 93. New members, John Goode, Ian (Mac) McLean and new Yass Valley
Councillor and Deputy Mayor Kim Turner have joined. In addition, Dennis Wicklander has signed up again after a
period of making us suffer by not coming along. Make yourself known to them and make them welcome when you
see them at the Shed.
A BIG welcome to all!!

Heroes of the Month
Two heroes again this month.
 Ron McMullen, who has been our Treasurer since the last AGM
and who has done it with dedication, flair, imagination, and
attention to detail; and
Sam Noor  who has accepted the challenge to get us to the next
AGM in the Treasurer role at very short notice.
We owe a significant debt of thanks to both men for helping the
Shed in this way!

Joke
1. in reverent anticipation of the NRL Grand Final: "Waiting for Cronulla Sutherland aka "The Sharks" to win a Grand
Final is like leaving the front porch light on for Harold Holt".
Jack Gibson (Master Coach NRL)
2. A woman was told by her Doctor to prepare for the worst. So she rushed straight back to Vinnies to buy all his
clothes back.

Scuttlebut
Scuttlebut 1
It's a real shame we have lost Katrina Hodgkinson as our local member (personal opinion - not speaking on behalf of
the Shed or any of its members). Look at this recent excerpt from her Cootamundra Electorate Newsletter:
"Applications were very strong this year for the distribution of funds under the 2016/17 Public Reserves
Management Fund (PRMF) and I’m pleased that more than $1.4 million is to be allocated to over 22 projects
in my electorate. These funds will be used for maintenance works and general upgrades to look after our local
Trust buildings and public reserves so that the community can continue to enjoy these areas for many years to
come.
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Successful projects are (amongst many others): $166,769 for maintenance at Gundagai’s Old Primary School and Mens Shed,"
I can feel the urge coming on for an excursion to the Gundagai Shed to see what they have that we don't.
Scuttlebut 2
Richard Saxby has a large 1200x400x500 fish tank for
sale or offer. It is all glass and looks pretty good.
Apparently it might need resealing on one edge. If you
don't want a fish tank the glass could be good for other
purposes.
This picture gives a bit of an idea. His was packed into
the back of his van, so I could not get a really good look
at it. There was no water, fish or other stuff in it when I
looked!
Scuttlebut 3
The "projects" entries on the white-board on the wall beside the sign in book has a listing of all current projects we
have on our list. Of course if no-one takes them up, then we simply contact the "owner" and advise them. We are
NOT a Job Centre.
However, some of these projects might challenge you to solve some problems. Examples of projects are:
 a "Mud Kitchen" for a local pre-kindergarten,
 a trolley to help a 3 legged Labrador get around more easily
Both of these challenges have been waiting for quite a while for a volunteer. Perhaps the "owners" might have
moved on by now or made other arrangements.
There are a few others too. Have a look at the Board next time you are at the Shed.
Scuttlebut 4
If you would like a very interesting time out, without
needing to leave Yass, why not visit Sculpture in the
Paddock?
It is currently on at Cooma Cottage and runs until
Sunday, 9 October - 10am to 4pm daily and until 8pm on
Thursdays.
Tomorrow (Sunday) will be 22 degrees and no rain until
late in the day. This is your chance, give it a go, you may
find some things in the paddock there that really blow
your mind!
Scuttlebut 5
Last season it was said that we would carry on the tomato growing comp. calling it:

The Howard Hollingsworth Tomato Growing Competition.
Is there someone out there who would like to organise/coordinate that for this coming growing season??
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Scuttlebut 6
Roger has mentioned that there are almost no truck guards left from the recent delivery from Wagga. BUT, we do
have a large supply / abundance of shade cloth for sale in various colours and sizes. Make us an offer. Tell your
friends.

Birthdays around this time
SEPTEMBER
2/9: Kim Turner
5/9: Kevin Mitchell
9/9: John Pratten
14/9: Rob Barker
16/9: Andrew Molchanoff
17/9: Duncan Waugh
22/9: Rick Jackson
24/9: Peter Miller
26/9: Garry Flaherty
29/9: Chris Brown
30/9: Jarrod Saunders

OCTOBER
4/10: Ian Lumsden
12/10: Norm Leaney
18/10: Daniel Anderson
21/10: Mark Bosma
22/10 Dennis Wicklander
23/10: Al Phemister
24/10: Wayne Stuart
26/10: David Coonan
27/10: Warren Dickson, Zac Croker, Ken McNally

Happy Birthdays, Chaps!!! (don’t forget, significant others are real people too – we are happy to wish them “happy birthday” if
you give me the details).

Tuesday Exercise Classes

2-3pm on Tuesdays
The classes are not onerous or difficult. They are
designed to improve core strength and balance
and the cost is $5 per session.
These classes are not just for Shed members or
just for men.
At present we probably have a 50/50 representation of both men and women come to the classes. Tell and invite
your friends – they will all be made welcome!
See you in

The David Hale Room in the Yass Valley Community Centre

The contributions made by members of the Exercise group each week ($5 per person per session) are being saved
in the YVMS Good Deeds Fund for use when we would like to help out either in the Shed or in the Community.

Reward Points at Home Hardware
You can help us a lot by giving the Shed your points when you make a purchase at Home Hardware. Just ask the
cashier to “allocate the loyalty points to the Yass Valley Men’s Shed”. A number of members have made this a
regular practice and we have benefited to the extent that we can use the funds to replenish consumables (glues,
screws, sand papers etc etc from time to time). Think about it and help us out – please. It IS worth it.

Shed Opening Times




Tuesdays: 9am to noon. On Tuesdays we have the VALMAR contingent attend and they enjoy the mentoring
that Shed members are able to give – especially help with their projects. There is always something warm to eat
on Tuesday mornings, too.
Thursdays: 2pm to 4.30pm – normal activity (ie anything anyone wants to do – workshop, coffee and chat,
garden, joke telling, etc etc)
Saturdays: 1pm to 4.30pm. – same as Thursdays
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First Wednesday of each month: 10am to 11.30am, we have “First Wednesday Morning Tea” which is a time at
the Shed for simply social-only time. No workshop activity or noise to interrupt the chat. This is a very good
time to meet like minded members and to find those with whom you might have a lot in common. Tank of
Tank’s Bakery fame (also a member) provides cakes and pastries, gratis, for this event.
Second Saturday of each month we have a BBQ starting at noon at which our tame in-house 3 Star chef, Richard
(R2) Rowan does the cheffing honours.
Last Saturday of the Month (generally around 2pm) – an informal Info Exchange that allows members to interact
with the Committee and vice versa – discussing issues and keeping everyone up to date.

The Yass Valley Men’s Shed is very grateful for the generous support of the following entities
(in alphabetical order):

BarkerHarle (Consulting Engineers), Bunnings (Belconnen), Goodradigbee Bookkeeping, Home Hardware (Yass),
IGA (Yass), KidsBlitz, the Lansdowne Foundation, NSW Coalition Government, NSW Local Member Minister Katrina
Hodgkinson, Southern Cable Services, Steve Bugden Plumbing, Touie Smith Jnr, Yass & District Printing, Yass Fire
Brigade, YassFM, Yass Freemasons, Yass Lions Club, Yass Rotary Club, Yass Valley Council, Yass Valley First Aid
Training, Yass Valley Physiotherapy, The Yass Tribune, Woolworths (Yass).
Please let me know if you think the list is missing an important sponsor/supporter.

For information on Shed Opening Times, regular events and contacts: please click on this link
http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/

Download a Membership Form if you know someone who would like to join our Shed.
Click on this link http://yassmensshed.org.au/wp-content/uploads/YVMS-Membership-Application-Form.pdf
and print the form for them.
If you want to see previous editions of the Messenger, you can find them all on the YVMS Website at this address
(just click on it): http://yassmensshed.org.au/newsletter-archive - go back and dig up some YVMS archeology.

Wayne Stuart
0419 292 022
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